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INTRODUCTION: Why bother with the Reformation?

We are approaching the 500 year anniversary of Martin Luther nailing up the 95 theses, 
which have been named as the catalyst that started the Reformation.  You may be asking 
the question, why does this matter, why should I give up my time to think about something 
old that happened 500 years ago?  If you are a Baptist, an Anglican, a Methodist, Brethren, 
a Congregationalist, Lutheran, Pentecostal, Mennonite, Presbyterian, Independent, amongst 
many others in the Protestant stream, you exist because of the Reformation.  The 
Reformation has been called the greatest revival and movement of the Spirit in the church 
since the book of Acts.  Apart from the events of the life of Christ and the apostles there has
been no other event that has so radically shaped the church.  

Here are just a few effects that you enjoy today because of the Reformation.  Do you have 
a bible in your mother tongue?  It was the attitude of the Roman Catholic Church to keep 
the bible out of the hands of the people because it could lead to everyone coming up with 
their own heresies, but the Reformers insisted that the believer aided by the Spirit could 
read and understand large parts of the bible.  Do you sing songs in your worship services?  
In many medieval scenarios there were choirs who sang but not the people.  Do you 
partake of both the bread and the cup when you take communion?  This was hard fought 
over in the Reformation.  Is there a pulpit and not an altar front and centre in your church?  
Do you have the public reading of scripture and a church service centring on God addressing
His people through the word by expository preaching?  Did you grow up or raise your family 
having family devotions?  Do you believe in justification by faith alone in Christ alone by 
grace alone, in freedom of the conscience, the priesthood of every believer, and hold that 
our bibles only have 66 books?  This is all from the Reformation.  From exalting celibacy the 
Reformation restored the biblical view on marriage and the family.  From exalting the 
monastic life as a high calling, the Reformation recaptured the biblical teaching that every 
person’s daily tasks were a means of glorifying God, and gave rise what has been called the 
‘Protestant work ethic.’  If you don’t believe in purgatory, the divine right of kings to tell the 
church how to worship, that the mass is another sacrificing of Jesus Christ and can be 
worshipped, if you don’t pray to and through Mary, the saints and the angels, if you don’t go
to confession or do acts of penance, if you don’t pray to icons or images, this is all because 
of the Reformation. These and many more benefits have come down to us as a result of the
Reformation.  

The Reformation matters like knowing who your parents and grandparents are matters.  
One of the obstacles we will meet with today as we seek to think about the Reformation is 
what C. S. Lewis called ‘chronological snobbery.’  What he meant by this was that attitude 
where we look back on everything and everyone in the past as irrelevant and stupider than 
we are.  It is a self-deceit that comes from others accomplishments mistaken for our own 
and the looking down our noses at others as we stand on their shoulders.  As a generation 
we are the most likely to despise the past.  We live in an age where the iPhone 1, which is 
only 10 years old is already an antiquated useless relic.  The Reformation matters because 
history matters, and the Reformation was one of the most significant moments in Christian 



history.  God has often spoken to His people through the past giving them holy days to 
memorialise those great events where He intervened, e.g. the Passover which remembers 
the deliverance from Egypt, or the Lord’s Supper.  One church historian compares studying 
church history to being a tourist visiting another country.  As a visitor you see and 
appreciate things that the locals do not see or appreciate.  And as you compare what you 
are looking at with where you are from you begin to notice things about home that you had 
never seen before.  Church history is important because it is a recognition of the 
transgenerational nature of the church and seeking to derive the ministry of the Spirit 
through our fellow body members of other generations.  I would argue that the reformation 
must still matter for us today because of the timeless truths that were rediscovered and are 
relevant for every age.  I would argue that the truths are under attack in our own day and 
we are in dire need of rediscovering these truths for our time as well.  

What was the Reformation?

‘Going to church in the early Middle Ages was a bit like going to a football match today – 
people came to watch as supporters, not to join in. The priest offered mass (communion) 
for the people at the altar, taking the bread and wine to remember Jesus’ death on the 
cross. The ordinary people only took the bread and wine once a year at Easter, having first 
confessed their sins with the priest. There were no hymns to sing, not usually a sermon to 
listen to, and not even anywhere to sit. Instead the people came to church each Sunday and
stood to watch the priest – and to talk to their friends!’1  The mass was performed daily, the
churches compensated for the illiteracy of the people with the various colours, pictures and 
gestures used in the church.  If you ever had a theological question to ask your local priest 
the most common one was how the bread and wine could possibly be the body and blood of
Christ.  The mass was viewed superstitiously, so much so that some would steal the 
consecrated host to ward off demonic forces which were thought to cause sickness and bad 
crops.  It was seen as a lucky charm and as the cure for things like toothache.  

Your salvation was seen as being held by the church.  The early notion of, ‘if the church is 
not your mother then God is not your Father’ was dominant.  To get to heaven you had to 
be nurtured by the church from the cradle to the grave.  The church offered 7 sacraments 
that got you saved and kept you saved and sent you off into eternity.  At birth you were 
baptised as an infant and were justified as the stain of original sin was washed away.  A 
seed of grace was planted in your heart and you had to nurture this grace and obey God 
and this grace would produce works of love by which you would one day be justified.  You 
were then confirmed by the church upon coming of age, this was seen as a booster shot to 
the work of grace in your life and gave you access to the mass.  And if you sinned and lost 
your justification you could be restored to it by confession and doing acts of penance.  The 
priest had the power of absolving you of your sins if he judged that your repentance was 
sufficient.  You continued to nurture grace in your life and obtain forgiveness of sin by going
to Mass, before which you also genuflected because it was in fact Christ and you could 
legitimately worship it.  Marriage was another sacrament where God blessed the relationship
with grace needed to support it.  The priesthood alone could experience the sacrament of 
ordination which was an impartation of grace bestowing two powers, absolution and 
consecration.  And then finally before you died, you were given last rites, which is a washing
away of sin before you die so that you would not go to hell.  You did not need a bible, you 
did not need much theology, you just needed to stay close to the church and the church 
would believe all the right things for you and do all the right things to you to ensure that 
you got to heaven.  

1 http://request.org.uk/people/history/church-in-the-middle-ages/



Now the late Medieval Catholic Church was in a very poor condition.  Luther was not the 
first person who thought that things needed to change.  There was much corruption in the 
church with Popes having sired illegitimate children, and fought wars, and who were often 
more interested in the arts than people.  There was a general disillusionment with the 
church.  Various factors were used by God to bring things to a head.  Here are just a few 
factors which paved the way for the Reformation.  The main social cause was the 
renaissance.  This means rebirth.  This was an intellectual movement pioneered by the 
intelligentsia of Europe who looked back to early Greek and Roman culture as the high 
water mark of culture in contrast to medieval culture.  The medieval times were called the 
dark ages because these earlier times were considered to be the times of enlightenment.  As
a result there was a return to learning ancient languages such as ancient Hebrew and Greek
and Latin.  This led to a preference of the early church fathers and the scripture to the 
documents and theology of the medieval church.  A preference for Plato rather than 
Aristotle who had influenced medieval scholasticism led to a renewed interest in Augustine, 
who is well known as the theologian of grace.  The renaissance led to a rise in humanism 
and the goodness of creation against the ascetic views of medieval thought.  This can be 
seen in the paintings and sculptures which delighted in the beauty of nature and the human 
form.  The resentment against the church led to a resentment against Rome and a rise in 
nationalism.  This was also the era of cities rising up, and a middle class arising which made 
universities more necessary and widespread which led to a greater educated class in society.
Proper standards of historical investigation led to an embracing of a grammatical-historical 
method being preferred to the allegorical method of the middle ages.  There were also 
historical studies done which exposed certain documents which had been appealed to in 
order to uphold the supremacy of the Pope were bogus frauds.  Add to this the printing 
press where for the first time you can shape public opinion; this was the perfect setting for 
an Augustinian monk, who was studying the scriptures, who was gaining an understanding 
of grace and the truth of the word to light a match that set the world on fire.

The 95 theses were not Luther’s letter of resignation from the Catholic Church.  They were 
not an intentional start to do something called the reformation.  Instead they were the 
concerns of a pastor hoping to begin debate on the matter of indulgences.  The 95 Theses if
you have ever read them are very unimpressive.  In them Luther still believes in the Papal 
power of holding the keys to the kingdom, in other words to dish out grace and forgiveness.
He still believes in purgatory, and even in the sacrament of penance itself.  Now it was not 
Luther alone who was unhappy with the way Tetzel was selling indulgences.  The church 
wanted indulgences to be accompanied by true repentance, and did not see them as 
effective unless there was true repentance.  Tetzel however was a slick salesman who 
reduced forgiveness to a cash transaction, and whose sales pitch provoked response.  
Various versions of his sales pitch exist here is one rendition: ‘as soon as gold in the casket 
rings, the rescued soul to heaven springs.’  Luther claims that Tetzel said it was possible for 
an indulgence to forgive the sin of raping the Virgin Mary.  An amusing story surrounds 
Tetzel where a nobleman asked him if an indulgence could secure forgiveness for a future 
sin.  Tetzel said yes if he pain immediately.  Tetzel gave him an indulgence.  The nobleman 
then went on to beat Tetzel telling him that that was the sin he had sought the indulgence 
for.  Talk about your sins finding you out.   

Let me quickly explain the theological significance of indulgences.  Of the 7 sacraments of 
the Catholic Church only two were repeatable, the mass and penance.  Before one could 
take mass one had to confess their sins to a priest, he would tell you what you had to do as 
an act of penance and by this you would gain forgiveness of sin.  Penance was seen to be 
both an outward and an inward act.  It was expected that that true heart repentance 



attended these outward actions to make them effective and real.  This resulted in penance 
math where the priests decided what appropriate outward acts of penance were sufficient 
for which sin.  The point is it is within the power of the church to forgive sin when 
appropriate actions are taken.

  Now add to this the belief in purgatory.  This teaching took on concrete shape in the 1200s
and was seen as that place after death between heaven and hell where believers went to be
cleansed of their venial sins (non-mortal sins).  It was seen as a place that most Christians 
would spend time in unless you were especially saintly.  The thought arose that if one could 
atone for sin by what one suffered, then couldn’t one be speeded through purgatory 
through the suffering intercessions of the church on someone else’s behalf?  Closely 
associated with this issue is the Pope’s power to forgive sin.  It often happened that to deny
the Pope’s authority often led to a denial of purgatory and his reach to forgive sins there.  
Insinuated by Luther in the 95 theses is that the Popes power does not extend to forgiving 
sins in purgatory.  Indulgences arose as a convenient way of doing penance for oneself and 
others.  Standing for hours barefoot in the snow would embarrassing and uncomfortable, 
especially for the noble classes.  So a principle of fines for infractions was put in place.  
Some have also spoken about it as an extension of giving alms to the poor as an act of 
penance.  So whether you viewed an indulgence as a fine or as a giving of money to the 
needy, this could stand in the place of your works of penance and gain forgiveness for yours
and others sins, getting people out of purgatory.  Luther’s attack in the 95 Theses 
undermined the key doctrine of papal power that held up all of medieval theology, if you 
pulled that card, the rest would come tumbling down and it did.

Luther was not in fact saying anything others had not said; it was just the right time for him
to say them.  As a result of his theses being printed and published abroad he became a 
spokesman for many who were disgruntled.  At this early point he had no desire to leave the
Catholic Church, but as a result of being excommunicated and through a desire to answer 
the many errors biblically the doctrines of the Reformation that we are more familiar with 
began to take shape.

The heart of the Reformation can be summarised in various ways, but none is so popular as 
the 5 solas, so I will give us a quick overview of how the 5 solas sum up the developments 
of the Reformation.   Sola comes from the Latin word alone and relates the 5 things that 
must stand alone in order to be true.  

Sola Scriptura-by Scripture alone: What has the authority to determine what we believe, the
Church or the Bible; so called visions or the Bible?  Is the Pope or the king the one who can 
tell us what to believe or how to worship?  Are we subject to someone claiming to be a 
prophet and telling us how we live or believe? The answer of the Reformation was that the 
sole authority for our faith and practice is the Bible.  It alone is God’s word and it alone has 
the right to dictate our beliefs and practice.  Ian has chosen this as his topic and will be 
speaking on it tomorrow.  With the translation and printing of the bible making it accessible 
across Europe the church could no longer claim the right to having all truth and lording it 
over God’s people. True liberty was discovered as the church established itself on the 
teaching of God not man.    

Sola Gratia-by grace alone: Behind the teaching of indulgences was the belief that the saints
had built up a treasury of merit which could be accessed for the shortening of one’s time in 
purgatory.  The Reformers refuted the ideas of this treasury of merit and purgatory and 
taught that we are saved by God’s grace alone through Christ alone, not by the adding of 
anyone else’s merit.   



Sola Fide-by faith alone: We are not saved by combining our works with our faith to have 
our sins forgiven; we receive forgiveness freely by faith alone, not by faith and works.  The 
Reformation view of faith was not faith as a virtue but faith as a passive act of receiving 
something offered freely.  I will be looking at this teaching more closely tomorrow.

Solus Christus-through Christ alone: There is only one mediator between God and men, the 
man Christ Jesus.  We cannot approach God through Mary, the saints or angels, but Christ 
alone, for He is the only one who was given by God to die in payment for our sins.  It was 
taught that Mary was an effective twister of God’s arm, and if you had a particular need 
then you could go to a particular saint that specialised in that need.  For example, 
Christopher was the patron saint of travellers, and Jude of lost causes.  The reformation 
stripped away all other intermediaries and saw Christ as our only Highpriest.    

Soli Deo Gloria-glory to God alone: Salvation is a work of God not man, and He alone should
receive the glory.  This is why it cannot be by our or another’s works.  It is not the Pope, or 
Mary, or the angels or the saints that save us but God in Christ.  He loves us when we did 
not love Him, He gave Christ for us, He did for us what we could not do for ourselves.  He 
worked by His Spirit to enable us to believe, He gives us new life, sustains us, will glorify us 
and will give us rewards that we never earned.  There is not one part of our salvation where
we can say, I am saved because I contributed this part, all the glory goes to God.  
Therefore our lives and worship must be directed to Him.  Mark will be speaking on this 
point on Sunday morning.  

Why it is still relevant

Why should we care about this historical event?  This Reformation was one of several 
reformations that took place in the late medieval period but this was the only one that 
turned the world upside down.  For example, there were attempts to reform the authority 
structures of the church by taking authority away and putting it in the council of Bishops.  
This was called the Conciliarist movement.   This inevitably failed because unlike the 
reformation it did not put final authority in the word.  Another attempt to reform the church 
was an attempt to reform not the structure but the morals of the church, this was called the
devotion moderna.  This was a communal style spirituality that pursued holiness.  Although 
attractive and influential it was not able to bring about a total reform.  There were also 
those who tried to use public discourse, writing, satire and sarcasm to draw attention to the 
problems.  Thomas More and Erasmus were those who were critical of the church but who 
had not much more than critiques of the church.  They did not offer a positive form of 
reformation.  

Luther and the other reformers on the other hand were able to induce a true reformation 
because of the two basic tenets of the central authority of the bible for all we believe, and 
the centrality of Christ and salvation by grace alone through faith alone in Christ alone.  In 
fact this emphasis on the bible as our authority and the centrality of salvation by grace 
alone, through faith alone in Christ alone is the way to renew the church in every age 
including our own.  In every age the church will have to fight for its purity and the purity of 
the message it has been entrusted with.  

A well-known saying is ‘semper reformanda’ which has been popularly translated as always 
reforming.  Sadly there are those who taken the form but not eh substance of the 
reformation and think that the only relevance of the reformation is to constantly do away 
with old things and pursue new things.  This is not what semper reformanda was intended 



to mean.  Instead it can be read ‘always being reformed’ (by the word of God).  This is our 
responsibility not to go after every new thing and banish everything old under the name of 
tradition.  But rather to constantly strive in every age to conform ourselves to God’s word 
and the message that it preaches.  If all we take away from remembering the Reformation 
is the centrality of the authority of the bible for all we do and believe, and you come away 
with a fresh determination to put God’s word into practice in your personal life and the life 
of your church, then we have done our job.  The reformation is a demonstration of the 
power of God to use His word, and the gospel of the gospel to save any who believe.  It is a
reminder of the confidence we should have in the power of God to work through His word.  
And their example should be an inspiration for us to desire God to work in the same 
powerful way in our lives today.  

Some will tell you.  You need miracles, you need the gifts, you need apostles, you need 
spiritual warfare, you need big worship, you need health and wealth, you need the church 
growth movement, you need the emergent church, you need to de-church, etc.  The 
Reformation reminds us that God still works in the same way He always has, the sword of 
the Spirit, the scalpel of the Spirit, the means by which the Holy Spirit causes people to be 
born again is by the truth of God’s word.  If you asked Luther today what he did, he would 
tell you that he did nothing, he simply told the truth and God did the rest.  This is the 
primary lesson of the Reformation and the lesson we need to apply today.  Let me end with 
some words of Luther:
‘Take me, for example.  I opposed indulgences and all papists, but never by force.  I simply 
taught, preached, wrote God’s word: otherwise I did nothing.  And then, while I slept or 
drank Wittenberg beer with my Phillip of Amsdorf the word so greatly weakened the papacy 
that never a prince or an emperor did such damage to it.  I did nothing: the Word did it all.’ 
May God bless His word in the same way today, only let us be faithful to proclaim the full 
truth of God.         

    

                                           

     


